MATERIALS AND FINISHES:

BODY: BRASS
PLATED: GOLD (1μ-in MIN)
OVER NICKEL PHOSPHOR (80μ-in MIN)

INSULATOR: PTFE

CONTACT: BRASS
PLATED: GOLD (8μ-in MIN)
OVER NICKEL PHOSPHOR (80μ-in MIN)
OVER COPPER

73420-5201 TRAY
73420-5200 SINGLE PC

PART NO. PACKAGING

SMP-MAX PLUG STR SLIDE BKHD THREAD IN SMPMAX-P/THREAD IN

MOLEX

PS-89675-3760 ELEC/MECH PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION A1

QUALITY SYMBOLS

GENERAL TOLERANCES (UNLESS SPECIFIED)

DIMENSION STYLE MM/IN

SCALE

REFERENCES

SEE TABLE

SD-73420-520